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Interior Room Identification Signs:

a. All interior signs shall be manufactured using a ¼” Photopolymer Process. All exterior signs shall be manufactured using a ¼” exterior Photopolymer Process.
b. Tactile characters shall be raised the required 1/32" inches from sign face. Glue-on letters or etched backgrounds are not acceptable.
c. All text shall be accompanied by Grade 2 Braille. Braille shall be separated ½” from the corresponding raised characters or symbols. Grade 2 Braille translation to be provided by signage manufacturer.
d. All letters, numbers and/or symbols shall contrast with their background, either light characters on a dark background or dark characters on a light background. Characters and background shall have a non-glare finish.
e. In the cases when Braille is not specified in the written specification, use ¼” acrylic using subsurface vinyl graphics and paint.
f. Background Color: Dark Rhein Silver. All sides of the background must consist of the same color as selected.
g. Graphic Color: Benjamin/Moore-Branchport Brown.
h. Letterform shall be: Universe 57 Condense.
i. Signage Installation and Locations: Signs shall be mounted using double sided vinyl tape and silicone adhesive. Mounting shall be weather proof in exterior applications. All signs shall be mounted 60” from the floor to the center of the sign on the latch side. The distance between the doorframe and sign shall be 2”. Installer assumes responsibility for suitable installation of the signs. Signs shall be level within one quarter of degree. Locations to be verified by University’s Representative before installation.
j. Signage mounted on glass shall have backers matching “Dark Rhein Silver” background color.
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SIGN TYPE 13B

STAIR 1
NO ROOF ACCESS

1 THROUGH 5

STAIR NUMBER TEXT TO MATCH STAIR NUMBER

RAISED LETTERING (SEE GENERAL NOTES)

FLOOR NUMBER TEXT TO MATCH FLOOR NUMBER

TACTILE 5-POINTED STAR
AT FIRST FLOOR ONLY,
POINTS SHALL BE OF
EQUAL LENGTH AND STAR
SHALL BE SAME HEIGHT
AS FLOOR NUMBER

BRAILLE (SEE GENERAL NOTES)

BRAILLE TRANSLATION FOR
STAR IS "MAIN"

SIGN TYPE 15A
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SIDE VIEW

SIGN TYPE 16

BUILDING NAME
TBD
TBD
TBD

SIDE VIEW

SIGN TYPE 41

BABY CHANGING TABLE INSIDE

1.5
101400 DOOR SIGN TYPE: 4
WALL SIGN LOCATED ON STRIKE SIDE OF DOOR.

NOTE: THE COLOR AND CONTRAST OF THE SIGN SHALL BE DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE COLOR AND CONTRAST OF THE DOOR.

ROOM NUMBER NAME PLAQUE
CORRESPONDING GRADE II BRAILLE DIRECTLY UNDER NUMBER FOR ROOM NAMES CENTERED BELOW BOTTOM LINE FOR ROOM.

Typical Mounting Locations

FOR 180d SWING

FOR 90d RESTRICTED SWING
Illuminated Exterior Building Moment Sign (AA2-Primary Building ID): Required Structure Calculations

*NOTE: ALL PAINT FINISHES ARE SATIN

- P.5: Grey
  Sherwin Williams
  Permaqua
  SW 7047

- P.8: MATTHEWS #30136
  "Brushed Alum"

- P.9: LOGO BLUE
  T.B.D.

- P.10: Sherwin Williams
  DOVETAIL
  SW 7513

MATCH
PMR-0032
2M DUAL-COLOR
FLEX
5655-200
Typography & Symbols

Minion Bold
ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Frutiger 65 Bold
ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Frutiger 57 Condensed
ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Frutiger 55 Roman
ABCDEFghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Copy on all AA2 signs are Minion Bold, unless otherwise specified on drawing.

Fabricated cabinet with copy/logo panels each side, cabinet is internally illuminated, partial gap behind panels allow light spill onto base only, all other sides are enclosed (no visible light).
Sign is double faced.

1/4" thick min; all edges are painted; all hardware concealed.

Installation & access panels w/tamper proof screws both sides & top.

Fabricated aluminum support structure painted and textured w/ smooth texote finish.
Fabricator needs to review concrete on site, match color and texture as closely as possible.

Alum face w/ routed letters backed with acrylic, internally illuminated, voids are epoxied in place.

Fabricated aluminum panels painted finish 1 color painted, UC logo.

Gap for light spill onto aluminum only.

No gaps between bottom of sign & grade field check grade.

Student Services
1-1/3" X 1-1/3" X 2/16" ALUM. ANGLE (TYP.)
FABRICATED ALUM. CABINET
(WELDED CONSTRUCTION)
Student Services

1/8" Inside Panel

1/4" Face Panel

1-1/4" x 1/4" Alum. Angle x 2 Highclips spaced every 18"

1-1/4" x 1/4" Acrylic Angle w/ White Translucent Vinyl Face

6) 84" Lg. Fluorescent Lamps (High Output) w/ (1) Allanson #684 at Sign Ballasts.

Opening in 1/8" Alum. Inside Panel

View A-A

2.3
Frame bolted to post 2 plcs. at top

3" Dia x 1/8" aluminum tube (2 plcs).

No gaps between bottom of sign & grade. Field check grade.

MOW strip

3" TYP

15" Dia.
2.5

FOOTING DETAILS

- 3" DIA X 1/8" MINIMUM TURF (2 PI. "C"
- 3/8" DIA X 1/8" MINIMUM TURF (2 PI. "C"

- NO GAPS BETWEEN BOTTOM OF SIGN & GRADE

- 7" X 30 CONCRETE BASE
- 7" CONCRETE SLAB
- ELECTRICAL STUB

- 30" OF POST IN CONCRETE

- 48"
Interior Wall-Mounted LEED Display Sign:

**SCALE: 1" = 1'**

**INTERIOR NAIL MOUNTED LEED DISPLAY**

- **SEAL:** 1" FINISH NAIL, PLASTER, "LEED" METAL
- **PROVIDED BY UC MERCEDES**
- APPROX 1/4" DMA
- WITH 2" X 2" X 3/4" THICK PLYWOOD PANEL WITH CLEAR NAPLE FINISH VENEER BACKER PANEL

**WOOD FRAMES:**
- UNDERLIT 3/8" ALUMINUM BACKER PANEL
- SECURED TO WALL WITH TOGGLE BOLTS (MIN 4)
- 2" X 2" TOP ARM BOTTOM RAIL WITH ALUMINUM CHANNEL TO PROTECT 1/4" ALUMINUM BACKER
- SOLID MAPLE "WINDOW" FRAMES CONSTRUCTED WITH NON-GRADE ACRYLIC FACES, TO SLIDE OUT OF RAIL SYSTEM TO ACCESS COLOR PAPER INSERTS
- INSERTS PROVIDED BY UC MERCEDES
- SEE DETAIL 3 FOR CONSTRUCTION

**NON GLARE ACRYLIC LENS**

**FABRICATED FRAME BOX**
- FACE SETTINGS
- PHASE PLACER RETAINERS (4)
- VERTICAL BRUSHED OF ALUM PLACER FRAME 4 FOR PLAQUE SIZE

**LEED PLAQUE**
- SUPPLIED BY UC MERCEDES EXACT SIZE 1/2" X 1/2" MITERED STRINGER WITH PLAIN CLEAR FINISH

**1/8" NON-GRADE ACRYLIC**

**.040" INSERT SPACER**
- ALUMINUM CHANNEL

**1/8" ALUM. BACKER INSERT MAPLE CLEAR FINISH**

**2" LONG ALUM. BACKER WITH SET SCREW PAINT TO MATCH MAPLE FINISH**

**2" X 2" WOOD RAIL**
- ALL VISIBLE SURFACES MAPLE CLEAR FINISH